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Dynasty Energy Services Launches New Website - Dynastyes.com 

HOUSTON – May 24th, 2020 – (BUSINESS WIRE) – Dynasty Energy Services announced today that it has                 
successfully launched its new website at Dynastyes.com.  

Dynasty Energy Services is the global leader among specialized fishing, multi-casing string section milling, plug and abandonment service                  
technology companies and today, announced the launch of its new global website, Dynastyes.com. Newly redesigned to optimize the user                  
experience, the site provides an intuitive navigation and site structure, a breadth of helpful and informative content, enhanced functionality, and                    
improved site speed. The site also enables fast and easy customer engagement through streamlined forms and easy-to-find contact information.  

The new website features the following enhancements: 

▪ Improved navigation and user experience. The reconfigured navigation streamlines the customer journey making it easier for users to                
find the services they are looking for – without being distracted by content that's not relevant to them.

▪ Richer, engaging content. The site contains a wealth of new content, providing visitors all the information they need at their fingertips.                   
This includes a heavy focus on helpful animations, case studies and other forms of content, helping customers plan and make better                    
decisions to meet their needs.

▪ A vibrant new design. Dynasty’s brand refresh is reflected throughout; reflecting the company's values of teamwork, trust, innovation,                
caring and execution. The responsive design adjusts to any size screen – mobile or desktop – while proprietary imagery showcases the                    
company's services, locations and contact information.

“With our new flexible website platform in place, we can adjust quickly to changing market needs,” says Jason Parrish, VP Sales & Marketing for 
Dynasty. “We will track site analytics and listen to customer feedback to keep our content fresh and deliver a superior user experience for all of our 
visitors.” 

Please Visit the new Dynasty Energy Services website at Dynastyes.com. 

Corporate Profile 

Dynasty Energy Services is the global leader among specialized fishing, multi-casing string section milling, plug and abandonment service 
technology companies. Dynasty’s Predator technology significantly reduces the cost and time of plug and abandonment operations and leads to 
permanent barrier placement, delivering a definitive sealed wellbore at the end of its productive life. Dynasty has the most experienced and 
recognized team of experts in finding solutions to downhole challenges and currently holds more than 30 patents covering specialty tools and 
methods used in Fishing, Conventional, Rigless and Thru Tubing P&A.  

For further information please contact: 

Jason Parrish 
Vice President Sales & Marketing 
Dynasty Energy Services 
3901 Hwy 90 E 
New Iberia, LA 70560
+(1) 832-282-3474  
Jparrish@dynastyes.com
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